Bargello is a type of needlepoint embroidery consisting of upright flat stitches laid in a
mathematical pattern to create motifs. The name originates from a series of chairs found
in the Bargello palace in Florence, which have a "flame stitch" pattern.
Traditionally, Bargello was stitched in wool on canvas. Embroidery done this way is
remarkably durable. It is well suited for use on pillows, upholstery and even carpets, but
not for clothing. In most traditional pieces, all stitches are vertical with stitches going
over two or more threads.
Traditional designs are very colourful, and use many hues of one colour, which
produces intricate shading effects. The patterns are naturally geometric, but can also
resemble very stylised flowers or fruits. Bargello is considered particularly challenging,
as it requires very precise counting of squares for the mathematical pattern connected
with the various motifs to accurately execute designs.
Bargello quilts in which the patterns used in Bargello embroidery are constructed with
strips of fabric of the same height but different widths. In Bargello quilting, long strips of
fabric are sewn together along their long sides. Then the first and last strip are sewn
together, forming a loop. The loop is laid flat on a table, and then cut vertically (in the
opposite direction from how the strips were sewn together) to make many narrow loops.
The quilter then opens the loops by pulling out the stitching between two pieces of
fabric, making a long, flat strip. Finally, all the strips are sewn together. By opening the
loops in between different pieces of fabric (for instance, between the first and second
piece on one loop, then the second and third piece on the next loop), the artist can
make the colors of the quilt appear to shift and wave. Slicing the loops very narrowly
makes the waving and movement appear sharp and fast; cutting wide loops creates
more gentle movement in the quilt. You can get the same affect without making a loopthe so called Block approach.

Bargello Mystery Quilt
Bargello Mystery Quilt: one of five designs, made from one
block-almost
The BLock

The block consists of 17 Columns. The
columns are made using strip sets:
Make the strip sets, cut the columns,
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sew the columns together to get the
block—Almost

The Reverse Block
You make one block by sewing the columns together in order:
C1/C2/C3/C4/C5/……/C14/C15/C16/C17
You make the reverse block (the mirror image) by sewing the
columns together in reverse order:
C17/C16/C15/C14/C13/……/C4/C3/C2/C1
You make 8 of each type of block

Block

Reverse Block

Strip Sets
You make the columns using strip sets

Strip Set 1
1”Fabric
SliceA: 2 ½”

1 ½”

Fabric B: 2 ½”
Fabric C: 2 ½”
Fabric D: 2 ½”
Fabric E: 2 ½”

Make 16 1 ½’ slices: 8 for column 1 for
the block and 8 for the reverse block

The Bear Goes Over the Mountain
Make strip set 2, cut 16 slices for column 2 – 8 for the block and
8 for the reverse block. Move on to the next strip set.
Recommendation: Sew the columns together as you go.
Each month I will send directions for what needs doing

